transverse waves have been considered. The absolute velocity in a vacuum must take account of the fact that the ratio of the electro, static and electromagnetic* units of quantity has been altered by the factor K'24 in the transition to Maxwell's theory, where K'2 now represents the assumed absolute inductive capacity of the vacuum: thus the velocity for vacuum is multiplied by the ratio of the electric units in vacuum, agreeing with von Helmholtz's result,* on writing this inductive capacity K'2 for his constant 1 + 4 tt60, and exceeding the velocity of light unless K '2 is very great.
The theory of electrodynamics would thus appear to be, on all sides, limited to Maxwell's scheme, which has also so much to recommend it on the score of intrinsic simplicity.
The Society adjourned over the Whitsuntide Recess to Thursday, May 28. The author has endeavoured to ascertain by careful experiments how far the substances hitherto prepared from flesh are true " and really present in the flesh itself, or merely products, due to (1) the action of chemical or physical agencies applied in the course of extraction, or (2) to bacterial action modifying the composition of the flesh before it comes into the hands of the operator.
P r e s e n t s, May
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